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Description: 
The 5kV mini Electronic Transformer is a compact size neon  
transformer with internal safety features that initiate when an open 
output, broken tube or excess load is detected. 
 

Features:  
 Available in black or white (BL/WH) 
 Supplied with black 2-pin plug and lead (input connection) 
 1m High Voltage lead (output connection) 
 Internal overload power-off device 

 
Applications: 
Electronic power supply for neon. 
 
Technical Data: 
 
 
 
 
 
The 5kV mini Electronic Transformer is conveniently fitted with an overload power-off device.  This feature 
prevents the installer from damaging the transformer by putting too much glass into the circuit.  However, 
this feature may cause nuisance tripping if the transformer is loaded to just within the maximum limit.  This is 
due to the fact that the supply voltage and the load conditions will fluctuate slightly during operation.  To 
avoid this nuisance tripping, it is recommended to bench test the sign and transformer with an extra 300mm 
length of 15mm Argon (blue) filled tubing.  If the transformer does not shut down with this extra load, then 
you can be confident that the loading is correct. 
NOTE:  The power supply will then attempt to restart up to 3 times in 10 seconds.  Short bursts of power are 
generated during these 10 seconds. 
To reset:  Switch power off (for at least 10 seconds), correct the fault and then switch power back on. 

 
 
 

Category:     Signage / Project / Architectural 

Application:     Neon Power Supply 

Product Code:    TE-050030-WH-T2 

Product Name:    5kV mini Electronic Transformer 

Product Data Sheet 

Input  
Power 

Output Load  
Current 

Output Voltage Dimensions (L x W x H) Output  
Connections 

240VAC 
50/60Hz 
0.30A max 

30mA 5000V 
25KHz 

120mm x 35mm x 22mm 1m High 
Voltage wire 
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Meterage Chart: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maximum meterage is shown, no minimum limit exists.  Meterage includes one pair of electrodes.  Deduct 
300mm for each additional pair of electrodes. 
NOTE:  Using red gas in clear glass tubes can sometimes result in beading.  A suppressor can be supplied to 
rectify this.  When mixed loads are to be run by the transformer, use the NEON calculation. 
 
 

Caution: 
This device produces high voltage at high frequency and can create potential danger if not applied and  
installed properly. Suitability of this device for any purpose must be determined by the user. Do not mount 
the transformer directly on metal. All parts of the high voltage circuit must maintain a clearance of at least 
40mm from any metal surface. These transformers should be installed on their own independent circuit ,  
especially DO NOT share the circuit with dichroic downlight ballasts as these may discharge and cause  
premature failure of the neon transformers. 
This device is NOT IP rated (Weather Proof) and when used in outdoor /exposed situations must be enclosed 
in a suitable IP rated container.  This device should be fitted in accordance to Australian/New Zealand  
Standard (AS/NZS 3000:2000) (AS/NZS 3832:1998) by a person qualified to do so. 
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Standard Load Length (m) 

Diameter of 
Tubing (mm) 

9mm 12mm 15mm 

    

NEON gas 2.7m 4.8m 5.1m 

ARGON gas 3.6m 5.8m 6.7m 


